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Abstract: Opportunistic networks (OppNets) provide a scalable solution for collecting delay-tolerant
data from sensors to their respective gateways. Portable handheld user devices contribute significantly
to the scalability of OppNets since their number increases according to user population and
they closely follow human movement patterns. Hence, OppNets for sensed data collection are
characterised by high node population and degrees of spatial locality inherent to user movement.
We study the impact of these characteristics on the performance of existing OppNet message
replication techniques. Our findings reveal that the existing replication techniques are not specifically
designed to cope with these characteristics. This raises concerns regarding excessive message
transmission overhead and throughput degradations due to resource constraints and technological
limitations associated with portable handheld user devices. Based on concepts derived from the
study, we suggest design guidelines to augment existing message replication techniques. We also
follow our design guidelines to propose a message replication technique, namely Locality Aware
Replication (LARep). Simulation results show that LARep achieves better network performance
under high node population and degrees of spatial locality as compared with existing techniques.

Keywords: opportunistic networks; delay tolerant data; sensed data collection; routing; wireless
sensors; smart city; Internet of Things; smartphones

1. Introduction

The rapid growth of human population and the increasing flow towards urban areas [1] indicates
a need for smart sustainable cities, where there are preventive maintenance activities and resource
optimization for critical infrastructure such as transportation, communications, water, and energy.
In order to achieve this, information communications technology (ICT) is tasked with developing
economical and pervasive solutions to improve the quality of life through efficient urban operations
and services. Wireless sensors play an important role in this regard. With the concept of Internet of
Things (IoT), which would see sensors widely deployed in the environment and embedded in physical
objects, the applications are almost limitless.

The sensors in IoT scenarios need to be connected to the Internet in order to share the generated
information across multiple platforms and facilitate various applications. To accomplish this,
a backhaul is required to collect and convey sensed data to gateways that are connected to remote
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management centres through the Internet [2]. With sensors spatially displaced in the environment,
the desired level of coverage can be directly achieved through long-range communication technologies
or by deploying numerous relay nodes. However, with finite resources and limited budgets [3], it is
challenging to achieve the required level of scalability with respect to the cost of procuring, installing,
and maintaining supporting infrastructure for every application. For instance, it is not economical to
equip each sensor node with cellular connectivity (e.g., Du et al. [4] reports an annual cost of ~$380 per
sensor) and the high transmission power reduces sensor lifetime. It is also uneconomical to deploy
relay nodes to collect data from sensors via wireless mesh networks with ad hoc technologies (e.g., the
sensor network across Wuxi City, China [5] for CO2 data requires approximately 11 relays per sensor
for proper collection). Another backhaul option is the existing communication infrastructure in cities,
such as networks offering Internet access to citizens [2]. However, with mobile data traffic on the rise
due to the widespread use of mobile devices and content-centric services (e.g., live audio and video
streaming) among users [6], introducing sensed data shall contribute in overloading the network.

By leveraging pervasive mobile devices (such as smartphones and tablets) as data mules,
opportunistic networks (OppNets) provide a satisfactory level of scalability and also eliminate the
costs in setting up wireless networks with ad hoc technologies. Based on the store-carry-forward
(SCF) communication paradigm, data-bundles (or messages) stored in device buffers are carried from
one point to another as the user moves about. When user devices encounter each other (i.e., come
within radio transmission range), they exchange a list of messages in their buffers and may decide
to forward some of them through available short-range wireless communication interfaces such
as Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Although delivering a message in this manner may take a relatively long
time (as compared with the traditional networks [7–10]), it is suitable for a subset of Smart City
applications that only require occasional sensor node connectivity opportunities (e.g., twice a day)
and also utilize data that can tolerate delays of up to hours or a day (e.g., agricultural monitoring [11],
habitat monitoring [12] and environmental monitoring data for: garbage collection and green zone
management [2]; analysis of noise levels and water quality [13]; river pollution management [14];
and for meter readings [15]). Thus, OppNets come in handy as a backhaul solution since they address
two main challenges. First, the desired coverage is achieved without costs of procuring, installing
and maintaining supporting infrastructure by leveraging pervasive mobile devices as data mules
(e.g., [16–18]). Second, direct device-to-device communication through available short-range wireless
communication technologies offloads infrastructure networks and frees bandwidth for mobile users
(e.g., [19–21]).

The benefits of opportunistically collecting delay-tolerant data for Smart City applications have
motivated various studies. For example, the spatial analysis of a city-wide mobility dataset of
Beijing, which suggests that knowledge of daily user travel patterns can be exploited to design more
effective data collection protocols [17]. Also supporting these results are findings from smartphone
mobility traces [22], which identify strong spatial and temporal localities as important characteristics
of user mobility that need to be considered in the design of data collection protocols and algorithms.
There are also contributions on protocol evaluation (e.g., the implementation of an OppNet testbed
for a large-scale Smart City platform that utilizes an opportunistic backhaul [18]), duty-cycling
(e.g., extending sensor node lifetime through a sensor node-initiated probing mechanism that exploits
periods of the day during which encounters with portable handheld user devices are more frequent [23])
and the wireless communication technology (e.g., an analytical and experimental study of the
performance and trade-offs of collecting sensed data with Bluetooth Low Energy [24]).

1.1. Message Transmission Overhead in OppNets

Portable handheld user devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets) have become inseparable components
of OppNets. Besides their ability to serve as routers, they present the primary user interface, as they
are the main platform for human communication today. These devices can now be perceived as
the users themselves: their attachment to humans allows them to follow and learn user movement
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patterns, gather social information about the user, as well as maintain user contextual information
(e.g., contact information, occupation and preferences). While the presence of these devices contributes
to the feasibility of collecting sensed delay-tolerant data with OppNets, it is also responsible for certain
challenges that befall network protocol design.

Due to freedom of human movement and long intervals that may exist between successive
encounters, messages may remain buffered in relay nodes for relatively long periods in the order of
hours to days. Although delay is tolerated in OppNets, it is preferable to keep it minimal, in order
to reduce message loss due to time-to-live (TTL) exhaustion or buffer overflows at congested nodes.
This is often curbed by generating multiple copies of a message (referred to as “message replication”
in this paper) and sending them through different routes. However, an optimal performance requires
a careful selection of the number of copies for each message. Too many copies may lead to excessive
transmissions, frequent buffer overflows, and rapid battery depletion. Fewer copies, on the other hand,
may reduce throughput, due to less delivery guarantees and increased delays.

Therefore, in order for nodes to collectively optimize overall network performance, a major
challenge lies in their ability to decide how many copies to generate per message, and when to
generate a copy. Nodes require knowledge about the network to make such decisions. Unfortunately,
due to the infrastructure-less nature of the network and high dynamicity of user movement, global
knowledge about the network is not available to nodes. Attempts to obtain global knowledge may be
impractical [25] and often threatens the feasibility of the technology [26]. Such attempts may result
in excessive bandwidth utilization, transmission overheads, and may also compromise throughput.
Furthermore, the dynamicity of the network poses difficulties in obtaining up-to-date knowledge [27].
Routing solutions also need to cope with portable handheld user device characteristics typical of the
application scenario, such as high population and degrees of spatial locality [28].

1.2. Authors’ Contribution

Clearly, the presence of portable handheld user devices introduce several unique characteristics
that need to be considered in order to realize efficient, feasible and robust routing solutions for
collecting sensed data with OppNets. Unfortunately, most of the existing routing protocols utilize
message replication techniques that are not designed in accordance with these characteristics, thereby
degrading their performance and feasibility in real-world implementation. In this regard, we augment
existing message replication techniques through the following contributions:

1. First, we establish relevant characteristics that the presence of portable handheld user devices
introduces to OppNets for sensed data collection. Then, we investigate the impact of
these characteristics on existing message replication techniques, and suggest related design
guidelines that need to be observed in order to improve routing performance and feasibility in
real-world implementation.

2. Second, we follow our design guidelines to propose a set of mechanisms that collectively form a
message replication technique, namely Locality Aware Replication (LARep). When incorporated
into relevant routing protocols, LARep reduces message transmission overhead without
compromising throughput. Simulation results show that LARep achieves better performance as
compared with existing replication techniques.

1.3. Organization of the Paper

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Our first contribution is detailed in
Section 2. First, we present the need for message replication techniques in OppNets, identify network
characteristics that need to be observed when replicating messages, and overview existing message
replication techniques. Then, we investigate the current state of message replication in OppNets with
respect to sensed data collection, and suggest design guidelines for message replication techniques.
For our second contribution, we follow our design guidelines to propose a technique for improving
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message replication in Section 3. In particular, we consider the unique characteristics of OppNets
for sensed data collection to propose a set of mechanisms and an algorithm that constitute LARep.
In Section 4, we evaluate our proposed LARep through simulation experiments. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. Message Replication in OppNets for Sensed Data Collection

In this section, we study message replication in OppNets for sensed data collection. First,
Section 2.1 presents the need for message replication techniques in OppNets. In Section 2.2, OppNet
characteristics general characteristics as well as those specific to scenarios for collecting sensed data
that need to be observed by message replication techniques are identified. Then, Section 2.3 provides
an overview on the existing message replication techniques. The current state of message replication in
OppNets with respect to sensed data collection is then investigated in Section 2.4. Finally, we conclude
this section by suggesting message replication guidelines for collecting sensed data with OppNets in
Section 2.5.

2.1. Need for Message Replication Techniques

OppNet routing protocols require knowledge about the network in order to determine suitable
relay nodes during message forwarding. While knowledge can be derived from similarities in node
movement patterns (e.g., MobySpace [29]) or social characteristics (e.g., PeopleRank [30], Bubble
Rap [31] and dLife [32]), gateway nodes are neither mobile nor portray social characteristics. Also,
the lack of adequate contextual information on gateway nodes limits the applicability of context-aware
approaches (e.g., CiPRO [33]). By maintaining and updating history of encounters, encounter-based
routing protocols can efficiently identify routing paths to gateway nodes [31], thereby making them
more suitable for sensed data collection. With encounter-based routing, the ability of a node to
contribute towards delivering a message is usually determined by computing its “forwarding utility”
for the destination. Although different encounter-based protocols adopt different strategies for
computing forwarding utilities, the concept is often the same, such that a higher value indicates
higher delivery ability (e.g., PRoPHET [34] routing). Message replication on the other hand, is tasked
with controlling the number of message copies introduced in the network. To explain this, consider
the network illustrated in Figure 1, which consists of 11 nodes labelled a to k (note that this illustration
is for explanatory purposes only and the topology, e.g., the number of nodes and their links, is not in
accordance with any particular pattern). The nodes are connected by delay-tolerant links, meaning
that two connected nodes are neighbours that regularly encounter each other.
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Figure 1. A sample opportunistic network (OppNet) consisting of 11 nodes.

Taking node a’s forwarding utility for node k as Ua(k), node a forwards a copy of a message
that is destined for node k to node b, if Ub(k) > Ua(k). The direction of the link indicates the flow of
the message towards the destination based on increasing forwarding utility values. Hence, source
node a is likely to generate more copies of a message destined for node k than source node i would.
In other words, source node i is likely to generate fewer copies than source node a since Ui(k) > Ua(k).
For example, node a would generate 11 copies of a message destined for node k (i.e., every node in
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the network would have a copy), while node i would generate only 3 copies (i.e., only node i, node j
and node k would have copies). This shows that the forwarding utility alone is not a good indicator of
the number of message copies generated in the network, and directly modifying it in this regard may
reduce its ability to determine suitable relay nodes. This justifies the need for additional algorithms
or mechanisms that can control the number of generated message copies without interfering with
forwarding utility computation. For instance, every node, including source node a, could drop the
message after forwarding a copy. This would generate either 5, 6 or 4 copies, depending on the
neighbour that encounters the source node first. Delivery opportunity could be increased by allowing
the source node to drop the message after forwarding it twice. This case would generate either 9,
7 or 8 copies, depending on the two neighbours that the source node encounters first. We refer to
such algorithms or mechanisms as “message replication techniques”. Next, we identify OppNet
characteristics that impact on the performance of message replication techniques. Then, we study
existing message replication techniques and how they perform in the presence of the identified
characteristics in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.

2.2. Handheld User Devices and OppNets for Sensed Data Collection

Unique OppNet characteristics such as operating without relying on supporting infrastructure,
absence of central administration, lack of end-to-end connectivity, and node mobility bring about new
challenges, especially in the aspect of routing. As a result, nodes lack global or up-to-date knowledge
about the network, and attempts at obtaining such knowledge may risk making assumptions that go
against network characteristics. For instance, obtaining knowledge about available forwarding routes
may require making incorrect assumptions that the network topology is fairly stable or that there is
some sort of central administration. Also, the presence of portable handheld user devices introduces
additional challenges that determine the feasibility and performance of message replication techniques
for sensed data collection. We identify these characteristics in the following subsections, in order to
facilitate investigation on the current state of message replication.

2.2.1. General Characteristics

The general characteristics of OppNets for sensed data collection introduced by portable handheld
user devices are mainly related to technological challenges. Due to the versatility of these devices,
users are willing to contribute only a limited amount of their resources (in terms of battery, memory
and processing power) to the network. OppNets preferably exploit the short-range communication
interfaces available on portable handheld devices in order to minimize energy consumption. The use
of short-range communication interfaces also introduces additional characteristics, such as limited
bandwidth on the network side. Hence, it is important that overheads in OppNets are minimized as
much as possible, in order to maintain feasibility and encourage user participation.

2.2.2. Characteristics Specific to Smart City Scenarios

A. Higher User and Node Population

The impact of node population on message transmission overhead can be observed from the
scenario in Figure 1, in which more message copies are generated when more relay nodes are present.
With human population growing rapidly (at an average rate of 1.2% per annum over the last 50 years)
and increasingly flowing towards urban areas [1], the number of portable handheld user devices
in Smart Cities is expected to increase significantly in the years to come. Other nodes that can be
connected with these devices in such environments (e.g., sensors, vehicles, and appliances) are likely
to increase in number as well. Consequently, OppNets for sensed data collection are likely to consist of
large number of nodes—a city for instance, with some hundred thousand (handheld and static) nodes.
Hence, it would be preferable if message transmission overhead does not tend to rise at a high rate
with user and device population.
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B. Higher Degrees of Spatial Locality and Dynamicity in Human Movement

Freedom of user movement coupled with short transmission ranges results in short-lived
encounters, frequent disconnections and a highly dynamic network topology. User movement also
exhibits high degrees of spatial and temporal locality. Studies show that users regularly visit only one
or few regions(s) in the network. McNett and Voelker [35] analyse the mobility patterns of 275 users
equipped with handheld PDAs in a campus wireless network. Their results show that only few
users—less than 2% of them—were associated with a very high number of access points in the network.
A similar study conducted by Wang et al. [36] on Dartmouth College’s WLAN mobility trace shows
that nodes visit their first two preferred locations at a probability of 70%. Hasan et al. [37] also observe
that most of the time, nodes visit only few locations in the network with high probability of return,
which often corresponds to their home and workplace. Zhao et al. [38] study movement traces in a
campus and find that the students usually take relatively few trips—less than four—and visit relatively
few different locations—less than five—per day.

It is also evident from studies in literature that a strong correlation exists between encounter
frequency and geographic proximity. Zhu et al. [39] study real world movement traces and show
that the number of encounters between node pairs decreases rapidly when the distance between their
home regions increases. No node pair whose home proximity is greater than 4km had more than
100 encounters. Thus, nodes tend to move within a local area, and this influences the encounters
it experiences. The results also show that encounters between nodes from the same region are
significantly more than encounters between nodes from different regions, since only a small proportion
of node movement spans longer distances. Based on this intuition, Yu et al. [40] attempt to improve
delivery rate by sending messages to the home region of the destination. These characteristics
indicate that the mobility of portable handheld user devices and their encounters are not random,
and OppNet solutions need to be designed accordingly since they rely on node movement and
encounter opportunities.

2.3. Existing Message Replication Techniques

Due to freedom of user movement, short-lived encounters and device inconsistencies, it is often
required to send multiple copies of messages through different routes in order to guarantee their
delivery. At the same time, the number of copies needs to be kept minimal due to resource constraints
on portable handheld user devices. The absence of supporting infrastructure, end-to-end connectivity
and central administration imposes many challenges in achieving this balance. Consequently,
network designers resort to inferring knowledge from locally available information through best
effort heuristics, without guarantees about their convergence properties towards the desired global
outcome. This section provides an overview of the existing message replication techniques for OppNets
according to the taxonomy in Figure 2.
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2.3.1. Single-Copy Replication

Message replication techniques can be classified into two main categories, namely single-copy
and multiple-copy. Single-copy replication allows only one copy of each message in the network.
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Examples are the replication techniques of Direct Transmission [41] and First Contact [42]. The former
buffers the message at the source until the destination is directly encountered, while the latter achieves
single-copy replication by removing from the buffer messages that have been successfully forwarded
to a relay node.

2.3.2. Multiple-Copy Replication

Multiple-copy replication, on the other hand, associates messages with a replication quota
(i.e., number of permitted replicas) that may either be fixed or variable.

A. Fixed-Quota Replication

Fixed-quota replication is achieved by “spraying” a certain number of message copies in the network,
and then by utilizing single-copy replication to disseminate them afterwards. The number of copies to
be sprayed is termed as the message quota and represented by L, which after exhaustion, switches to
single-copy replication, e.g., Spray and Focus [43] (SnF). In this case, the source node may either utilize
the quota alone (i.e., source spraying [44,45]) or may distribute it to relay nodes that also do the same
until their quota is exhausted. In the later approach, quota allocation may be binary or based on other
allocation rules.

In binary quota allocation [44,45], the relay node is allocated 1/2 of the remaining message
quota—practically, the relay node gets L/2, and the custodian is left with L/2. The message quota
can be allocated based on other rules besides binary allocation. The quasi spray and search algorithm,
SAS [46], allocates quota according to a function of the forwarding abilities of the encountered nodes.
In ISW [47], the allocation ratio is decoupled from a neighbourhood index that indicates encounter
duration with the destination. Other strategies allocate quota according to the ratio of utilities such
as: degree centrality [48]; average waiting time between successive encounters [49]; probability of
encountering the destination in the near future [50]; frequency of encounters [51]; or one derived from
two or more features—for instance, frequency of encounters and encounters with the destination [52].

B. Variable-Quota Replication

There are message replication approaches that seek more flexibility by utilizing a variable quota.
By forwarding a limited number of copies and monitoring certain message properties (e.g., hop count),
replication can be controlled by switching to single-copy replication when a threshold is reached,
e.g., EpiPRo [53]. Due to varying encounter opportunities among nodes and different messages being
replicated at different rates, the resulting number of copies is not fixed but dynamically varies for each
message. Gossiping [54], which is also referred to as Randomized Flooding, randomly selects the value
of a parameter, p, upon encounter. The parameter allows trade-offs between transmission overhead
and throughput as it is varied in the range (0, 1). It dynamically switches between Epidemic and
Direct Transmission such that, when it is 1, the message is replicated, and when it is 0, the message is
retained unless the encountered node is the destination. Zhang et al. [54] also propose another means
of controlling replication through a time threshold. With every message, a custodian associates a timer
that, after exhaustion, prompts the message to be removed from the buffer. The only exception refers
to messages generated by the custodian itself, which allows a certain level of delivery guarantee.

There are strategies that rather attempt to alleviate the overhead caused by excessive replication.
VACCINE [54] utilizes anti-packets to inform nodes to drop delivered messages. Shin et al.’s [55]
message dropping policies are based on the total number of nodes in the network and the total
number of replicas of a given message existing in the network. The former is assumed to be known,
while the latter is estimated by exchanging and updating knowledge upon encounters. Batabyal and
Bhaumik [56] rely on the Uniform Minimum Variance Estimator (UMVUE) for this estimate, which is
based on determining the node population from a set of observed IDs of previously encountered nodes.

Other strategies change replication approaches according to message properties, node connectivity,
or perceived network conditions. Iqbal and Chowdhury’s [57] adaptive spraying scheme replicates
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messages until a certain “switch value” is reached (which is based on the number of remaining quota,
L, and a chosen “reference value”), then shifts to single-copy replication. Miao et al. [58] dynamically
control the number of message copies based on the TTL. You et al.’s [59] dynamic replication is based
on the average hop count of all routes existing between the message custodian and the destination.
The average hop count is determined by maintaining and updating information in message headers,
and a message is replicated only when the relay node has a low probability of delivering the message
within the average hop count.

Due to intermittent connectivity, Huang et al. [51] consider the connection strength between the
source and destination, and determine the number of message copies as a fraction of a pre-determined
value, LM. Thus, less connection strength implies more copies (i.e., a larger fraction of LM), and vice
versa. Lo et al.’s [49] approach is based on the level of congestion, which is inferred from the state
of buffers of encountered nodes. n-Epidemic Routing [60] replicates a message only when at least n
nodes are in contact.

2.4. Current State of Message Replication in OppNets

Although message replication in OppNets has been widely investigated, the existing replication
techniques are not designed with the unique characteristics of Smart City scenarios in mind.
Hence, in this section, we investigate the impact of relevant OppNet characteristics on existing
message replication techniques. OppNet movement scenarios and simulation set-up are presented in
Section 2.4.1, with which experiments are conducted to analyse the performance of existing message
replication techniques in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1. OppNet Movement Scenarios and Simulation Set-Up

The Helsinki simulation area in the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [61],
which consists of four main districts, is modified to obtain three movement scenarios, as shown in
Figure 3. For comparative analysis the scenarios, namely small, medium, and large, correspond
to their relative size. To obtain the different network sizes, the Helsinki simulation area is used to
represent the medium scenario, the small scenario is represented by one of the four main districts in
the medium scenario and the large scenario is artificially generated from the combination of 4 copies
of the medium scenario. The number of nodes for each scenario is varied proportionally leaving the
essential encounter characteristics unchanged.
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It is assumed that communications are between mobile users in a city using smartphones or similar
handheld devices equipped with GPS and moving according to the Working Day Movement (WDM)
model [62]. Since WDM models daily movement routines in working days, a total simulation duration
of 5 days is chosen, i.e., 1 day for warm up (to ensure complete encounter history generation), 3 days
for message generation and routing, and 1 day for cool down. A message is generated every 10 to
15 min from a randomly chosen node (the source) to another randomly chosen node (the destination).

Energy consumption for Bluetooth is according to the configuration settings in the module
proposed by Silva et al. [63]. Since we are interested in only energy expenditure of different replication
techniques, only energy consumed from receiving and sending messages is considered and other
means through which nodes consume energy is ignored. On that basis, scan energy (i.e., energy
consumed from device discovery), scan response energy (i.e., energy consumed from device discovery
response), and base energy (i.e., energy consumed in idle state) is set to 0. The parameters used for the
simulation set-up are shown in Table 1. The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance of
the network: (i) throughput, the percentage of generated messages that were delivered; (ii) message
transmission overhead, the average number of transmissions required to deliver a message copy;
and (iii) average energy consumption, the average amount of initial energy expended at the end of the
simulation. 10 trials with different random seeds are simulated for each result in order to present the
average and the 95% confidence interval.

Table 1. Simulation parameters for the small, medium and large scenarios.

Parameter Value(s)

Total simulation time (days) 5
Warm-up period (days) 1

Cool-down period (days) 1
Wireless communication interface Bluetooth

Transmission range (m) 10
Transmission rate (MBps) 2

Buffer size (MB) 10
Message size (KB) 10 to 15

Message TTL (days) 1
Number of scenarios 3

Simulation area (Km2) 4.5 × 3.4, 9 × 6.8 & 18 × 13.6
Number of nodes 19, 76 & 304

Ave. message generation rate/node 1 message every 10 to 15 min
Battery capacity (Joules) 4800

Receive/transmit energy (mW/s) 0.08

2.4.2. Performance Analysis of Existing Replication Techniques

Ideally, with respect to sensed data collection with OppNets, message loss would be minimal
if only one copy of each message existed in the network at a time. Due to fewer messages in node
buffers, more successful message transmissions would be realized per encounter. Results in Figure 4a
show that the throughput achieved when PRoPHET utilizes single-copy replication is comparable
with multiple-copy replication. In fact, generating excess copies in an ideal state is likely to result in
lower throughput due to buffer overflows. However, real-world implementation scenarios are far from
ideal. The wireless communication interfaces on user devices may not always be turned on. Hence,
a message may never be delivered if only one copy exists in the network, as its custodian may miss
important encounter opportunities. Also, the wireless communication interface on handheld user
devices could be shared among different applications, including other OppNet applications such as
content dissemination [64] and location-targeted services [65]. With single-copy replication, the only
existing message copy would thereby compete with these other applications and messages whenever a
data transmission opportunity arises. Hence, there is a higher chance of missing a suitable relay node
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that may never be encountered during the lifetime of the message. Accounting for these factors in the
simulation results in significantly less delivery guarantees, as shown in Figure 4b.
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(FQ) under the large scenario: (a) without external messages (b) in the presence of external messages,
i.e., messages generated by other applications and routed using PRoPHET without a replication
technique (for external messages, a randomly selected source node generates a message between 10 KB
and 100 KB to a randomly selected destination node at every 1 to 5 min interval).

Our results in Figure 4b support the notion that only one copy of a message may not be sufficient
to guarantee its delivery [66]. The chances that the message may be lost due to buffer overflows or TTL
exhaustion is heightened under higher network activity coupled with network characteristics such as
high node population and degrees of spatial locality. In this regard, multiple-copy replication is a more
preferable strategy. This section provides qualitative and quantitative analysis of the multiple-copy
replication techniques overviewed in Section 2.3 under the network characteristics presented in
Section 2.2. We start by addressing high node population and its impact on message transmission
overhead, metadata overhead as well as the impact when coupled with limited bandwidth and high
network dynamicity. Next, we investigate the impact of spatial locality on encounter opportunities
and on the overhead-throughput trade-off for different sets of messages.

A. Impact of High Node Population

Increased transmission overhead

Considering the versatile nature of portable handheld devices, routing should take minimal toll
on available energy. The versatility of portable handheld user devices requires them to perform a lot of
other operations besides routing. Considering this, only a limited amount of node resources may be
allocated to routing. The overhead incurred by some of the existing message replication techniques
tends to rise at noticeable rates with node population. The effects of this may not be significant in
networks that consist of a few hundred users and participating endpoints. However, in sensed data
collection scenarios, where network coverage increases and extends to thousands of nodes, the number
and frequency of encounters are likely to rise. In turn, the number of message transmissions may
contribute to significant overhead and energy consumption.

Under high node population, lack of a replication technique may generate excess message copies,
hence, high message transmission overhead. Forwarding messages without considering the forwarding
ability of nodes (e.g., Epidemic) rapidly exhausts node and network resources. The rate of resource
consumption can be reduced by considering the forwarding ability of nodes. In that case, messages are
forwarded only when the encountered node is a more suitable relay (i.e., presents a higher forwarding
utility, e.g., PRoPHET). However, messages continue to be replicated in this manner unless their TTL
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is exhausted or dropped due to buffer overflow. Without mechanisms that notify nodes about the
delivery status of messages they carry (which are usually unsuitable in OppNets due to increased
resource consumption [67] and delays [68]), the resulting amount of message copies mostly depends on
the forwarding utility of the source node and the total node population. The number of more suitable
relay nodes is increased when messages are generated by nodes with relatively low forwarding utilities
or when there is a large number of nodes in the network. This results in increased replication such as
in Figure 5 (transmission overhead increases steadily with node population), most of which may be
redundant, and eventually lead to higher energy consumption.
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Some variable replication techniques also result in excessive transmission overhead under high
node population. EpiPRo may generate excess copies of a message before its hop count property
reaches the threshold. In Zhang et al.’s [54] Gossiping and timer threshold proposals for instance,
the optimal p and timer threshold values may cause excessive transmission overhead in higher node
population. The proposal by Iqbal and Chowdhury [57] also requires an optimal reference value in
order to terminate message replication at the right time, which may still result in excess message copies
in highly populated areas. n-Epidemic replicates messages according to n, i.e., the number of nodes in
contact. The choice of this parameter is crucial to the performance of the network since extreme values
reduce network performance. Higher values of n reduce the probability of transmission while lower
values tend towards Epidemic. Hence, there is the risk of excessive replication in high node population,
as a large number of nodes may be in contact most of the time–in shopping malls, for instance.

Increased metadata overhead

Most of the variable-quota replication techniques neglect control overhead that results from
metadata dissemination [69], as they frequently transmit metadata in order to update perceived
information that may become stale too quickly. Metadata transmission is thus traded for the overhead
incurred in data transmissions, which may still consume the limited resources on nodes. Metadata
transmissions may also interfere with the process of data transmission, due to limited bandwidth,
highly dynamic user movement and intermittent connectivity. The metadata overhead incurred by
VACCINE’s anti-packets increases with node population. The delay in propagating them increases as
well, since it depends on the rate of node encounters. Anti-packets may therefore fail to fulfil their
purpose by the time they are received, as replicas of delivered messages could have been dropped
due to TTL exhaustion or buffer overflow. This may result in unnecessary transmission overhead.
Further influencing the amount of transmission overhead incurred in the process is the amount of TTL
allocated to anti-packets.

Metadata dissemination may also increase the number of failed message transmissions.
Besides the issue of limited bandwidth, encounter duration is shared between metadata and data
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transmission [69]. The metadata overhead incurred by some replication techniques increases in higher
node population. For example, the performance of Shin et al.’s [55] replication technique depends on a
mechanism for deleting delivered messages. This requires nodes to exchange metadata in the form of
lists containing IDs of delivered messages and expiration times. Another example is Lo et al.’s [49]
proposal, which requires information about each encountered node in order to maintain and update a
neighbour table. The neighbour table contains node ID, buffer occupancy, a list of messages in the
buffer, a list of neighbouring nodes, and a list of time stamps indicating encounter start and end times.
Miao et al. [58] require encountered nodes to update their community table, community graph and
gateway graph. The information exchanged includes node ID with the corresponding community ID
and node ID of gateway nodes for communities. In high node population, frequently transmitting such
metadata (alongside existing ones such as summary vectors) may require more time [70] to successfully
exchange messages. This contributes to increased contention due to the short-lived nature of node
encounters in OppNets, and may eventually result to throughput degradation [71]. Figure 6 shows
that the implementation of summary vectors alone reduces PRoPHET’s throughput by about 14%.
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Poor adaptability to increased network dynamicity

Increased network dynamicity (i.e., more rapid and significant changes in network conditions
such as topology, node density and encounter rates) in higher node population may also prevent some
replication techniques from performing as expected, especially in the absence of global knowledge.
Shin et al. [55] focus on scenarios in which the number of nodes in the network is known (e.g., battlefield
scenarios). However, this is not applicable to OppNets for sensed data collection in which the number
of nodes increases without prior notification. You et al.’s [59] dynamic replication is based on the
average hop count of existing routes to the destination. Due to the numerous portable handheld
devices and highly dynamic network topology, it is difficult to determine the total number of routes
between a node pair in real-world implementation. In the case of n-Epidemic, the choice of n may need
to adapt to different network conditions in order to be suitable for implementation in realistic scenarios.
For instance, high encounter frequencies during rush hours may cause messages generated within the
period to be over-replicated, while messages generated before or afterwards may be under-replicated,
cf. Figure 7 (two peaks occur every 24 h which correspond to periods of increased encounter frequencies
such as during rush hours). Similarly, Gossiping and the time threshold approach require more
adaptive parameters, i.e., p and the time threshold, respectively. Iqbal and Chowdhury [57] and
Miao et al. [58] also require an adaptive reference value and TTL threshold, respectively. Due to
increased network dynamicity in higher node population, values that may be optimal under one
network condition may not be suitable under another. Hence, distributed mechanisms that can enable
them to adapt to different network conditions are required.
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B. Impact of High Degrees of Spatial Locality

Uneven distribution of encounter opportunities

As observed in Section 2.2, spatial locality plays an important role in the encounter opportunities
experienced between different sets of nodes. Users often visit only few places and mostly move within
a local region, thereby reducing the likelihood of seeing people on a regular basis the farther away
their homes are located. In terms of OppNets (depending on the geographic location of source and
destination nodes), the delivery of some messages through encounter-based utilities may be less likely
than others. Hence, in the design of OppNet routing solutions for collecting sensed data, entirely
neglecting spatial locality inherent to user movement may lead to poor throughput.
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From Section 2.3, we observe that existing fixed-quota replication techniques overlook the
impact of spatial locality on network performance. First, in the spray phase, some techniques tend
to allocate the remaining quota according to a ratio determined from encounter-based or social-based
node relationships. For example: SAS, a function of the forwarding utilities of the encountered
nodes; Huang et al. [51], connection strength with the destination; ISW, encounter duration with
the destination; degree centrality [48]; average waiting time between successive encounters [49];
probability of encountering the destination in the near future [50]; frequency of encounters [51]; or one
derived from two or more encounter-based features—frequency of encounters and encounters with
the destination [52], for instance. Second, most of them utilize only encounter-based properties in the
second phase of replication after the spraying quota is exhausted. For example, SnF utilizes single-copy
replication, entirely relying on the encounter-based forwarding utility for the number of transmissions.

Unfortunately, since the chances of determining more suitable relay nodes through encounter-based
or social-based forwarding utilities alone reduce under higher degrees of spatial locality, allocating
message quota accordingly may not be effective. Hence, messages may make little progress towards
the destination despite the quota allocated to relay nodes during the spray phase. In the second
phase, less encounter opportunities between nodes from different local regions reduces the chances
of finding relay nodes with better encounter-based forwarding utilities. While a transitive property
(i.e., a property that infers the forwarding utility of a node for a destination it has never encountered
from neighbouring nodes that encounter the destination, e.g., PRoPHET and SnF) is able to perceive
encounter-based knowledge over multiple hops, the resulting forwarding utilities are fine-grained.
For messages traversing multiple regions, the quality of more suitable relay nodes becomes less,
i.e., the difference between the sender’s and receiver’s forwarding utility becomes less (cf. Figure 8).
Consequently, such messages are subjected to more number of transmissions.
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locality, with PRoPHET using fixed-quota replication (L = 8).

Some variable-quota replication techniques may also suffer from the obliviousness of spatial
locality. For instance, You et al.’s [59] proposal generates more replicas when relay nodes have
a low chance of delivering the message. Without considering the properties of spatial locality,
this replication may result to excessive transmission overhead in high degrees of spatial locality, since
most neighbouring nodes may have low chances of delivering messages to distant destinations through
encounter-based or social-based forwarding utilities alone. Similarly, the proposal by Huang et al. [51]
may result in excessive replication, since more message copies are generated when the connection
strength between the source and the destination is low.

Knowledge about N, the total number of nodes in the network, is required to compute: UMVUE’s
total number of message replicas existing in the network; and L, the replication quota for fixed-quota
replication techniques. UMVUE estimates N by counting unique IDs of encountered nodes.
Unfortunately, this may be too costly for resource constrained nodes as it requires large storage
and frequent lookup operations. Also, it may take long for this method to converge, especially in
networks comprising of disjointed communities. Furthermore, UMVUE relies on the assumption
that nodes are assigned IDs of the same pattern. In Smart City scenarios however, node IDs may
not be of the same pattern, considering that they may be from different communities, regions or
sub-networks. Spyropoulos et al. [72] show that in an independent and identically distributed (IID)
uniform mobility, the value of L for a required expected delay can be determined as a function of
only N. The authors propose a method of determining N through inter-contact time statistics, that is,
if nodes are assumed to perform independent random walks. This method converges faster than
ID-counting, since the only requirement, which is sufficient inter-contact time samples, may come
from nearby nodes. However, nodes do not show location preference under IID uniform mobility and
these estimations have not been investigated under a more realistic mobility model such as WDM.
WDM increases reality by introducing spatial locality in node movement, which allows nodes to reveal
different levels of location preference.

Higher chances of message loss

With different number of message copies and varying amounts of progress made in the network,
the order in which they are transmitted and dropped needs to conform to their priority. Although
many strategies for determining these orders exist, desirable results are realized only when they are
in accordance with the message replication technique. Hence, some message replication techniques
(e.g., Lo et al. [49] and Shin et al. [55]) are complemented with buffer management policies, which
often consist of rules for queuing messages, dropping messages or both. In order to create room in
node buffers, most replication techniques utilize the first-in-first-out (FIFO) dropping policy in which
the message that was received first is dropped first, while others drop messages with higher hop
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count (e.g., Lo et al. [49]) or less remaining TTL (e.g., Shin et al. [55]). The idea is that there is a higher
probability of having more copies of such messages in the network and dropping them is unlikely to
impact significantly on their delivery. However, in Smart City scenarios where user movement exhibits
high degrees of spatial locality, dropping such messages may have significant impact on throughput.
Since fewer nodes travel across multiple local districts [62] (i.e., regions), related messages are likely to
be delivered through more number of hops and may need to stay longer in node buffers (cf. Figure 9).
Hence, with the existing dropping policies, messages traversing longer distances tend to be dropped
before arriving their destination.
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Sub-optimal message copies

The results in Figure 10 indicate that a fixed quota may cause some messages to be under-replicated
(i.e., generating less copies than required) and others over-replicated (i.e., generating more copies than
necessary) under high degrees of spatial locality. Depending on the location of source and destination
nodes, some messages may require more quota to guarantee delivery, while others may require less [28].
For instance, less copies may be required to guarantee the delivery of messages destined to nodes
that are located nearby, while messages to nodes father away may require more copies—since they
are more likely to be dropped. Hence, to maximize throughput with minimal transmission overhead,
different messages may require different quota. The lack of flexibility in fixed-quota replication may
cause unnecessary transmission overhead or reduced throughput, and either case degrades network
performance. As shown in Figure 10, messages traversing more regions have less chances of delivery
with SnF. Only 26% of messages generated to destinations 3 regions away are delivered, as compared
with 74% for messages whose source and destination nodes are located within the same region.
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In order to achieve optimal performance, the replication quota needs to be carefully selected, and
this may be challenging and almost impractical without global knowledge of network parameters.
So far, there is yet to be a suitable means of varying these parameters according to the requirements of
different messages under high degrees of spatial locality. With these replication techniques, the choice
that better guarantees the delivery of messages traversing multiple local regions may cause other
messages to be replicated in excess. The additional transmission overhead may lead to frequent buffer
overflows and eventually reduce achievable throughput.

2.5. Message Replication Guidelines for Collecting Sensed Data with OppNets

Sensed data collection with OppNets is mainly targeted for Smart City scenarios, and as learned
from Section 2.3, the existing message replication techniques are not designed to cope with the
characteristics of these scenarios. Feasible and efficient replication techniques need to operate in
accordance with network characteristics and guarantee sufficient number of message copies in
the network without causing excessive message transmission overhead on the energy constrained
nodes. We suggest the following guidelines regarding message replication for collecting sensed data
with OppNets:

1. The number of message copies should not increase at a high rate with node population. In other
words, the transmission overhead incurred in high node population should remain relatively low.
Messages could be replicated according to the progress they have made towards their respective
destinations. However, the progress should be identified without incurring excessive metadata
overhead, preferably perceived from existing message properties or new ones that may not incur
significant overhead.

2. While message replication can be controlled by selecting optimal thresholds for parameters
such as the number of nodes currently in contact or message properties such as remaining TTL,
adapting to different network conditions requires more than one optimal value for a threshold.
The choice of these thresholds need to be made on the go, and should vary according to changing
network conditions. In order to achieve this, network conditions that determine the optimal
choice of these thresholds at every point in time need to be identified.

3. The goal of message replication is to maintain an acceptable level of delivery guarantee with
minimal message copies. This means that messages need to be replicated sparingly and every
generated copy needs to contribute towards maximizing delivery. Achieving this becomes more
challenging under higher degrees of spatial locality due to insufficient encounter opportunities
between nodes from different regions. Maximizing message delivery with minimal copies may
require knowledge about the relationship between spatial locality and encounter opportunities
between different sets of nodes.

4. Freeing node buffers of delivered messages is a direct approach towards minimizing redundant
replication. However, notifying nodes through anti-packets may cause additional overhead,
interfere with data transfer opportunities and may also take too long to disseminate. Optionally,
message dropping policies could be designed to first drop messages that are more likely to have
been delivered. It is important that such policies approach different messages according to their
individual delivery criteria, as some messages may require more hops and buffer time than others
to achieve the same delivery guarantees. Nodes also need to retain messages for which they have
higher chances of delivery.

5. Assumptions need to be in accordance with realistic node movement, especially one that exhibits
spatial and temporal properties of human mobility. The absence of central administration,
lack of end-to-end connectivity and highly dynamic network topology should also be considered.
It should be noted that global knowledge about the network is almost impractical to acquire
locally and the performance of replication techniques should not depend on obtaining information
that may become stale too quickly. Also, the performance of replication techniques should not
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rely on the existence of particular network infrastructure, since their presence in the application
scenario may not be guaranteed. Solutions should be able to perform acceptably under varying
amounts of infrastructure support or none at all. This is to maintain the ability offload existing
mobile networks if need be.

In the next section, we follow these design guidelines to propose our message replication technique,
namely LARep.

3. Reducing Transmission Overhead without Compromising Throughput

OppNet routing requires message replication techniques that maintain low transmission overhead
under increasing node population and degrees of spatial locality without degrading throughput.
In order to achieve this, the progress messages have made towards their respective destinations
needs to be determined through means that incur low metadata transmission overhead (i.e., metadata
transmission that does not increase drastically with node population, or require frequent updates)
and are based on realistic assumptions (i.e., assumptions that do not require knowledge of global
network parameters and are suitable for realistic human movement patterns). As observed in an
earlier study [28], the optimal quota for message replication varies with the degree of spatial locality.
Regulating the replication quota to suit different messages showed a better performance trade-off
between transmission overhead and throughput. In particular, different messages were assigned
different replication quota, depending on the distance—in terms of number of regions apart—between
the home region of the source and destination nodes. In this section, we present LARep, and address
the following points in the process:

• An approach to determine the optimal quota for different messages on-the-go; and
• Achieving this with minimal metadata transmission overhead and realistic assumptions.

By addressing these points, LARep is able to achieve the features shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Replication approaches for reducing transmission overhead and their main features.

Replication Approach

Acceptable Performance Does
Not Require Suitable under Increasing Scenario

Adaptability(Frequent) Metadata
Transmission

Global
Knowledge

Degrees of Spatial
Locality

Node
Population

Gossiping [54]
√ √ √

× ×
Timer threshold [54]

√ √ √
× ×

VACCINE [54] ×
√

× ×
√

Shin et al. [55] × ×
√

× ×
Iqbal & Chowdhury [57]

√ √ √
× ×

Miao et al. [58]
√

×
√

× ×
Batabyal & Bhaumik [56]

√
× ×

√
×

Lo et al. [49] ×
√ √

×
√

You et al. [59]
√

× ×
√

×
Deok & Won [53]

√ √
× × ×

Huang et al. [51]
√ √

×
√ √

De Rango et al. [60]
√

×
√

× ×
Our proposal (LARep)

√ √ √ √ √

3.1. Overview of LARep

In an earlier study [28] on the impact of spatial locality on routing performance, we observed that
less messages were delivered to destination nodes whose home regions were located farther away
from that of the source. This also corresponds with results obtained in Section 2.4.2 (cf. Figure 10).
Based on these findings, the basic idea behind LARep is to increase throughput by compensating
for distance with more message copies, while keeping account of the progress messages have made
towards their respective destinations in order to control excessive replication.

Since buffer overflows may cause generated message copies to be lost, LARep implements a
mechanism that drops messages according to the progress they have made towards their destination.
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LARep’s message dropping policy gives more priority to messages that have made less progress
towards their destination nodes as well as those that the carrier node can make more contributions
towards delivering.

In order to curb the effects of the “slow start” phase (which happens especially in higher degrees
of spatial locality when the source node is unable to encounter a sufficient number of relay nodes
that have higher forwarding utilities), LARep starts by spraying message copies. However, instead
of utilizing a fixed quota during the spray phase, LARep implements a variable quota that adapts to
current network conditions, such as the progress that the message has made towards the destination
node and the distance between the source and destination nodes.

In order to maximize throughput, LARep refrains from assuming strict rules for deleting messages
that have been forwarded after the spray phase. Rather, messages are removed from the buffer only
when there is need to create space for incoming or newly generated messages and the proposed
message dropping policy is tasked with the selection of messages to be dropped. Therefore, after the
spray phase, messages continue to be replicated to relay nodes presenting higher forwarding utilities,
but only when the copies in the network are deemed insufficient.

Hence, the task of minimizing transmission overhead without compromising throughput can be
divided into four subtasks:

1. Determining a measure for the relative distance between the source and destination nodes;
2. Locally determining how much progress messages have made towards their destination nodes

without frequent metadata transmissions;
3. Dropping messages according to the progress they have made towards their destination nodes; and
4. Varying message replication quota according to the distance between the source and destination

nodes, and generating copies based on the progress messages have made towards their
destination nodes.

This section overviews LARep by presenting the tasks involved in realizing the four subtasks.
As shown in Figure 11, the tasks are addressed in four phases.

Phase 1. The first phase is concerned with determining the most significant locations visited
by nodes. The current location is collected via GPS at fixed intervals and stored in device memory.
With this information, the areas a node is mostly found in are interpreted as its significant locations.
The major challenge in this phase is how to maintain GPS readings from which the most frequently
visited locations can be determined, knowing that the same exact pair of coordinates may never be
recorded twice. To address this, we introduce the PoiTrace mechanism, which converts incoming GPS
readings into a more stable form and records them in their respective positions in a location table.
With this, the locations most frequently visited by a node can be inferred from the set of most recurring
pair of coordinates.

Phase 2. The second phase focuses on gaining knowledge about the progress messages have
made towards their destinations, in order to facilitate replication decisions. The source node embeds
in message headers, the relative distance between itself and the destination node, and also associates
two properties with each message. Similar to message properties such as hop count, the two new
properties are updated whenever a message is transmitted. The main challenge in this phase is how
to infer from the available information, how much a message has advanced towards the destination
node. To address this, we propose the Message Progress Tracking (MPTrack) mechanism, which with
the information in message headers alone, computes a measure from which the progress messages
have made towards their respective destination nodes can be inferred.

Phase 3. Messages are dropped in order to create space for incoming or newly generated messages.
A major issue in high degrees of spatial locality is that messages travelling longer distances require
more buffer time to reach their destinations. Unfortunately, the likelihood of losing them increases the
longer they remain buffered. In the third phase, we propose the Locality Aware Message Dropping
(LAMeD) mechanism, which provides a policy for dropping messages by considering the progress
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made towards their destination nodes. A node selects a message to drop by comparing the forwarding
utility for each message, the spatial displacement between the source and destination nodes and the
progress made towards the destination node. As a result, throughput is improved.

Phase 4. The fourth phase is concerned with determining the number of copies to generate for each
message and when to generate a copy. The optimal replication quota of a message at a given instance
depends on current encounter properties of nodes, which may vary due to various physical parameters
affecting node movement and encounter rates. Hence, a major challenge in this phase is how to
account for instantaneous changes in replication requirements for different messages. To address this,
we exploit locality awareness to propose the Locality Aware Spray and Focus (LASnF) algorithm.
LASnF introduces two phases and defines new message replication conditions for each phase based
on properties in the message header and the forwarding abilities of the concerned nodes. This results
in a variable message quota that minimises excessive replication and maximises throughput.

The following assumptions are made in the design of LARep: (i) each node is a smart mobile
device and is equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS); (ii) nodes are collaborative and willing
to participate in routing; and (iii) source nodes have the necessary information for destinations, which
are node ID and location-based information in this case.
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3.2. LARep Design

This section presents the design of LARep, and is organized as follows. Section 3.2.1 presents
PoiTrace, a mechanism for determining the most significant locations visited by nodes from GPS
information obtained on-the-go. In order to facilitate replication decisions with this information,
Section 3.2.2 proposes MPTrack, a mechanism for gaining knowledge about the progress messages
have made towards their destination nodes. Section 3.2.3 proposes the LAMeD mechanism, which
provides a policy for dropping messages by considering the progress made towards their destinations.
In Section 3.2.4, LASnF, a locality aware algorithm for determining the number of copies to generate
for each message and when to generate a copy, is presented.

3.2.1. Phase 1: Determining the Relative Distance between Nodes

Phase 1 introduces PoiTrace [73], a mechanism that maintains region-based information from
which the most significant locations visited by a node can be inferred. User movement may reveal
multiple significant locations and can be exploited for routing. However, we are interested in
investigating how our POI approach can reduce contact information overhead. In order to keep the
idea comprehensive, the mechanism proposed here identifies only the two most significant locations,
which we refer to as “home” and “work” location. Besides these locations often corresponding to home
and work locations, research also shows that most users have at least two most significant locations
and regularly commute between them [74].

Collecting and Recording Location Information

At every sampling interval ∆t, each node collects its current position by GPS in form of latitude
and longitude and records it in the corresponding time slot in the location table (cf. Definition 1)—note
that LARep is fully distributed and does not require synchronization between devices. For example,
(xi, yi), the GPS coordinates collected at ∆ti, the current sampling interval, are recorded as loci,
a location reference in the current time slot.

Definition 1 (Location Table). The location table, LT, which consists of n time slots, is a set of n elements,
each known as a location reference (cf. Equation (1)). Each location reference loci ∈ LT is a tuple of the format
loci = 〈xi, yi〉, where i ({i : Z|i ∈ 1 . . . n}) indicates the current time slot.

LT = {loc1, loc2, loc3, . . . , locn} = {〈x1, y1〉, 〈x2, y2〉, 〈x3, y3〉, . . . , 〈xn, yn〉} (1)

The basic idea behind the algorithm for recording location information is as follows: location
references in LT should be able to map geographical locations visited for longer periods from user
movement, by representing them with circular areas. In order to achieve this, a certain extent of
deviation between successive incoming GPS locations is tolerated while acquiring location references.
The location reference loca for any two locations (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is the same if the circular areas
formed by radius r from both locations intersect. This condition is met if d1,2, the Euclidean distance
between the two locations, is less than 2r (cf. Equation (2)).

d1,2 =

√
(x1 − x2)

2 + (y1 − y2)
2 (2)

Hence, if the circular area formed by r from any incoming pair of coordinates (xi, yi) intersects
with the circular area formed by r from a previous pair of coordinates (xa, ya), then 〈xa, ya〉, the
corresponding location reference, is formed from the existing coordinates. Otherwise, a location
reference 〈xi, yi〉 is formed from the incoming coordinates (cf. Equation (3) and Figure 12).
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loci = loc(da,i) =

{
〈xa, ya〉, da,i < 2r
〈xi, yi〉, da,i ≥ 2r

(3)
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Algorithm 1 summarises how loci is acquired using the current location in the form of latitude
xi and longitude yi, the previous location references in LT, and a threshold distance r. Consequently,
the number of recurrences of a location reference loca in LT represents the number of periods in which
the user is present in the circular area formed by r from location (xa, ya).

Algorithm 1 The algorithm for recording location information
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Algorithm 1 summarises how  is acquired using the current location in the form of latitude 
 and longitude , the previous location references in , and a threshold distance . 

Consequently, the number of recurrences of a location reference  in  represents the number 
of periods in which the user is present in the circular area formed by  from location , . 

Algorithm 1 The algorithm for recording location information 
 Input: , , location references in ,  
 Output:  
1 foreach incoming location ,  in sampling interval ∆  do 
2 foreach Input  do 
3   , = − + − ; 
4   if , < 2  then 
5  = 〈 , 〉; 
6  break; 
7   End 
8   Else 
9  = 〈 , 〉; 
10   End 
11 End 
12 End 
13     return ; 

Extracting Significant Locations 

Significant locations are identified by more number of recurrences in . At every sampling 
interval ∆ , a node running on LARep extracts the two most recurring location references from its 
location table—where  is a constant of the algorithm. These locations represent POIs, and are 
denoted by ,  and , , corresponding to the node’s home and work locations, 
respectively. Although incoming GPS coordinates may slightly vary each time the node is in either 
location, the location reference records only a single pair of approximated coordinates each sampling 
interval ∆ , provided the circular area formed by the incoming pair of coordinates intersects with 
that of a previous coordinate. 

Here, to facilitate understanding, we further explain the working principle of PoiTrace with an 
example scenario. Consider the map of a fictional city in Figure 13 which is divided into 9 regions 
labelled  to . Charlie, a user in the city lives in region  and travels to work in region . The first 
three GPS readings takes place in his house at location , , and . The next reading takes place on 
his way to work, at location . The next two readings take place in his office, at location  and . 

Extracting Significant Locations

Significant locations are identified by more number of recurrences in LT. At every sampling
interval ∆wt, a node running on LARep extracts the two most recurring location references from
its location table—where w is a constant of the algorithm. These locations represent POIs, and are
denoted by (xh, yh) and (xw, yw), corresponding to the node’s home and work locations, respectively.
Although incoming GPS coordinates may slightly vary each time the node is in either location,
the location reference records only a single pair of approximated coordinates each sampling interval
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∆t, provided the circular area formed by the incoming pair of coordinates intersects with that of a
previous coordinate.

Here, to facilitate understanding, we further explain the working principle of PoiTrace with an
example scenario. Consider the map of a fictional city in Figure 13 which is divided into 9 regions
labelled A to I. Charlie, a user in the city lives in region C and travels to work in region G. The first
three GPS readings takes place in his house at location a, b, and c. The next reading takes place on his
way to work, at location d. The next two readings take place in his office, at location e and f . (xa, ya),
the GPS reading in location a is recorded as 〈xa, ya〉 in the location table. However, as shown in Table 3,
the readings at location b (i.e., (xb, yb)) and c (i.e., (xc, yc)) are also recorded as 〈xa, ya〉, instead of
〈xb, yb〉 and 〈xc, yc〉, respectively. This is because the circle of radius r formed from these locations
intersects with the circle formed from a previous location, i.e., location a. Likewise, the readings
at e and f are both recorded as 〈xe, ye〉. After a period of ∆6t1 (here we take w as 6), the two most
significant locations of this user become (xa, ya) and (xe, ye), which we consider as the home and work
location, respectively.
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Table 3. Recording location information in the location table with PoiTrace.

Time Slot Location GPS Coordinates Location Reference

∆t1 a (xa, ya) 〈xa, ya〉
∆t2 b (xb, yb) 〈xa, ya〉
∆t3 c (xc, yc) 〈xa, ya〉
∆t4 d (xd, yd) 〈xd, yd〉
∆t5 e (xe, ye) 〈xe, ye〉
∆t6 f

(
x f , y f

)
〈xe, ye〉

3.2.2. Phase 2: Determining Message Progress towards the Destination

In this section, we propose the Message Progress Tracking (MPTrack) mechanism, which determines
the progress messages have made towards their respective destination nodes. At the source node,
MPTrack associates to every generated message, m, two properties, namely srcDstDistm and wm.
As shown in Equation (4), the srcDstDistm property of a message holds the Euclidean distance
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between (xsrc, ysrc), the location of the source node, and (xdst, ydst), the location of the destination
node. This information remains the same throughout the lifetime of the message. The other message
property, wm, is initialized to the source node’s forwarding utility for the destination node, dm, and is
updated whenever the message is transmitted (i.e., received or sent). The updates are done according
to Equation (5). Suppose node i sends to node j a message, m, that is destined for node dm. Node i,
the sender, updates the wm property of its own copy of m with node j’s (i.e., the receiver’s) forwarding
utility for dm, i.e., Uj(dm). Node j, the receiver, also updates the wm property of its own copy of m with,
Uj(dm), its own forwarding utility.

srcDstDistm =

√
(xsrc − xdst)

2 + (ysrc − ydst)
2 (4)

wm(new) = wm(old) + Uj(dm) (5)

The srcDstDistm property signifies the relative number of copies required to guarantee the
delivery of m to the destination node. Hence, the higher the value of srcDstDistm, the more copies
of m is required in the network. wm on the other hand, indicates the relative number of copies of m
existing in the network. As m takes more steps towards the destination, the value of wm increases
respectively, based on the forwarding utilities of the relays traversed.

3.2.3. Phase 3: Policy for Dropping Messages

Two conditions can cause messages to be removed from the buffer. The first condition is TTL
exhaustion and the second one is when the free buffer space is insufficient for holding generated or
received messages. In the latter case, messages are removed based on the dropping policy in use.
With the conventional FIFO policy, the message that was received first is dropped first. However,
as observed in Section 2.4.2, this does not favor messages travelling longer distances. Under buffer
constraints or high data traffic, messages with higher srcDstDistm values tend to be dropped before
they can travel close enough to the destination. Although the idea is that more copies of such messages
may have been generated and forwarded to relay nodes along the way, the likelihood of encountering
more suitable relay nodes may be low under high degrees of spatial locality (i.e., when the message
is still in custody of a node that is located far from the destination node). Hence, depending on the
srcDstDistm and the forwarding utility of the custodian, the message may have been replicated to only
few relay nodes.

The message dropping policy proposed in this section, namely Locality Aware Message Dropping
(LAMeD), minimizes the loss of messages with higher srcDstDistm, as well as those that have less
copies in the network. The proposed policy creates room in the buffer based on a “retain utility”,
such that the message with the smallest retain utility is dropped first. retainUtilityi(m), the retain utility
of a message m, on node i that is destined for node dm is given by Equation (6), where distToDsti(m) is
the Euclidean distance between the current location of node i and node dm.

retainUtilityi(m) =
Ui(dm)× distToDsti(m)

wm
(6)

With retainUtilityi(m) directly proportional to Ui(dm) in Equation (6), nodes tend to hold on to
messages for which they have higher chances of delivery, while they are more likely to first drop
the ones for which they can make less delivery contributions. With retainUtilityi(m) also directly
proportional to distToDsti(m) in the equation, the tendency to retain messages that are spatially farther
away from their destination is increased. With retainUtilityi(m) inversely proportional to wm, the
tendency to retain messages that have higher wm is decreased, as copies of such messages are likely
to be more in the network or may already be in custody of relays with higher forwarding utilities.
With our proposed message dropping policy, the tendency of retaining messages is in accordance with
the amount of contribution that can be made towards delivering them, the distance they are travelling
and the expected extent to which they have been replicated. Therefore, whenever the free buffer space
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is insufficient for an incoming message, m, the message with the least value of retainUtilityi(m) is
dropped, and this continues until enough room is created.

LAMeD requires messages to be associated with the wm property. Hence, it should be able to
coexist with other message dropping policies in case the buffer contains different sets of messages—for
instance, a set of messages for the sensed data collection application and a set of messages generated
by another application (i.e., external messages as described in Section 2.4.2)—for various services
provided by the OppNet. When the remaining buffer space is insufficient for an incoming message,
Algorithm 2 is used to determine the set from which to drop a message. First, BE, the amount of
buffer space allocated to external messages, is determined by Equation (7), where B is the size of the
buffer and M is the number of different sets of messages in the buffer (assuming equal priority is
given to every message set). Then external message set is selected if E, the size of the set, exceeds BE.
Otherwise, the sensed data collection set is selected. Depending on the outcome of this algorithm,
LAMeD is used to drop a message from the sensed data collection set while the appropriate dropping
policy (e.g., FIFO) is used for external messages.

BE =

(
1− 1

M

)
B (7)

Algorithm 2 The algorithm for selecting the message set from which to drop a message

Input: E, BE

Output: set from which to drop a message
1 if E > BE then
2 Select the external message set;
3 end
4 if E > BE then
5 Select the sensed data collection message set;
6 end
7 return set from which to drop a message;

3.2.4. Phase 4: Message Replication Phases

In order to present the replication mechanisms of our proposed LASnF replication technique
in this section, we adopt the terminologies “spray phase” and “focus phase” from SnF [43]. In the
spray phase, message replication varies with current network conditions, while in the focus phase,
only messages that meet a given criterion are replicated.

Spray Phase. Whenever two nodes encounter each other, each one attempts to replicate a message
for which the other presents a higher forwarding utility. According to Definition 2, the message may
first enter the spray phase.

Definition 2 (Replication in the spray phase). Any message, m, that satisfies the condition
(quotaControlm + wm) < 1 (cf. Equation (8)) is replicated and forwarded to an encountered node, irrespective
of the node’s forwarding utility, where homeWorkDist is the Euclidean distance between the home and work
locations of the node in custody of the message.

quotaControlm =
homeWorkDist

srcDstDistm
(8)

The homeWorkDist property ensures that the value of quotaControlm is higher for nodes that often
travel longer distances. This allows the equation to indicate how far away the destination node is
located with respect to spatial locality. By considering spatial locality in node movement, messages
carried by a node that often travels longer distances exit the spray phase sooner, since there is a higher
chance of encountering nodes with much better forwarding utilities. With the srcDstDistm property,
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the value of quotaControlm decreases the farther apart the message custodian and destination node are
located, while wm in Definition 2 increases with more copies of m in the network. This way, while m’s
current replication quota (i.e., the number of copies yet to be generated) increases with the distance
between the custodian and destination, and reduces according to the progress the message has made
in the network. This is because the property wm not only indicates the number of m’s replicas currently
available in the network, but also the cumulative forwarding utilities of the nodes that may be currently
carrying the message. This allows for a more flexible quota in the spray phase that varies according to
the forwarding utilities of encountered nodes.

Focus Phase. When the condition for the spray phase is not met (i.e., if quotaControlm ≥ 1),
the message enters the focus phase. Messages in the focus phase are replicated based on the criterion
given in Definition 3.

Definition 3 (Replication in the focus phase). A node i forwards to another node j one copy of a message
m destined to node dm , if an only if

[
Uj(dm) > (Ui(dm) + quotaControlm)

]
∧
[
Uj(dm) > maxUi(dm)

]
,

where maxUi(dm) is a property in the message header that is updated to the maximum forwarding utility among
the nodes that have been forwarded a copy of m in the focus phase.

Instead of transferring m to node j when Uj(dm) > Ui(dm), including quotaControlm relatively
relaxes the condition for messages whose source and destination nodes are farther apart. In other
words, the larger the distance between the source and destination nodes of a message, the more copies
are likely to be generated, and vice versa. The second condition, Uj(dm) > maxUi(dm), ensures that the
message is replicated to nodes with increasing forwarding utilities, hence, further reducing excessive
replication. Note that unlike Spray and Focus where messages that have been transferred in the focus
phase are deleted from the sender’s buffer, LASnF retains a copy, which may be replicated to other
nodes if the proposed forwarding conditions are met. Hence, when the source and destination nodes
are farther apart, more copies tend to be generated. Otherwise, a copy is generated only when a
node with much higher forwarding utility is encountered. This allows for higher throughput, while
controlling excessive transmission overhead.

Notice that neither phase gives a criteria for determining more suitable relays, as that is the
responsibility of the forwarding utility in use. Rather, the replication phases proposed here try to
adjust the number of copies forwarded per message to a more optimal value based on current network
conditions. Hence, LARep, our proposed replication technique, is flexible enough to be incorporated
into existing encounter-based routing protocols.

4. Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation methodology and experimental results for LARep.

4.1. Evaluation Methodology

While utilizing no replication technique and forwarding messages solely based on forwarding
utilities of relay nodes may guarantee acceptable throughput, there is the risk of excessive transmission
overhead and resource consumption. Although this can be controlled with fixed-quota replication,
the number of copies cannot be adjusted to suit the requirements of each message. Simply put, some
messages may be over-replicated and others may be under-replicated. This lack of flexibility makes
it difficult to achieve an optimal trade-off between resource consumption and delivery guarantees.
To show this, we evaluate the performance of routing without using a replication technique as
well as routing with fixed-quota replication. In order to investigate the impact of our proposed
message dropping policy and replication technique, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
LAMeD (without incorporating any replication mechanism) and LARep (which includes LAMeD
and our proposed message replication mechanisms). We also evaluate the performance of the
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variable-quota replication technique proposed by Iqbal and Chowdhury [57], namely the Adaptive
Spraying Scheme—ADS for short.

ADS starts by spraying message copies and defines a switch value that permits messages to enter
the focus phase without waiting for their replication quota to reach one. The switch value, S, of a
message is given by Equation (9), where L and l are the initial replication quota generated at the source
and remaining quota on the message, respectively, R is the reference value, T is the initial TTL of
the message, H is the number of hops travelled by the message, and A is the area of the network.
A message remains in the spray phase if an only if (l > 1)

∧
(t > S), where t is the remaining TTL

of the message. Hence, a message enters the wait phase once the remaining TTL on it is below the
switch value.

S =
[

T2H2 + R(L− l)
]
/
√

A (9)

We incorporate our proposed LAMeD, LARep and each of the message replication techniques
selected for comparison into a base routing protocol and analyse their results based on selected
performance evaluation metrics. PRoPHET is chosen as the base routing protocol with its configuration
parameters according to the values given by Grasic et al. [34]. For configuration settings of the
replication techniques, fixed-quota replication uses binary spraying, and we select L, the replication
quota, as 2, 4 and 8, based on best overall performance from several trials. For ADS, the value of L
and the reference value are taken as 8 and 10, respectively, which yield best overall performance from
several trials. For LARep, r is taken as 10 m, and location-based information is maintained at hourly
intervals in a location table of 24 time slots.

Since our performance evaluation is done through simulations, node mobility needs to portray
realistic human movement properties. Although real-world traces represent actual movement
scenarios, they are less suitable for evaluating message replication for OppNets in Smart City scenarios
due to: (i) the lack of realistic node density and encounter frequencies portrayed in city-wide scenarios;
and (ii) the inability to change network properties such as node population and geographical area
without interfering with the encounter opportunities between nodes. Hence, we resort to using WDM,
a synthetic mobility model that provides the desired level of flexibility and is also able to reproduce
realistic properties of human movement.

For the remainder of this section, Section 4.1.1 presents the simulation set-up while the performance
evaluation metrics for analysing the replication techniques under comparison are defined in
Section 4.1.2.

4.1.1. Simulation Set-Up

We carry out simulation experiments in the ONE simulator. In order to simulate an OppNet
for conveying data between sensors and gateways in a city, users moving according to WDM carry
mobile nodes that act as data mules between static sources and static destinations placed in popular
locations. User devices are assumed to be smartphones or similar portable devices equipped with GPS
technology and a Bluetooth interface capable of transferring data at 2 MBps over 10 m. Each mobile
node is limited to a free buffer space of 10 MB for routing-related tasks, since users may not be willing
to shed most of their storage space on behalf of the network.

As shown in Figure 14, the simulation area, which is represented by a 21 KM × 11 KM terrain,
consists of 32 districts. The simulation is set to run for a duration of 5 days, in order to observe the daily
movement routines WDM models in working days. This period entails 1 day for warm-up (to ensure
complete generation of encounter and location history), the next 3 days for message generation and
routing tasks, and the last day for cool-down (to allow every message delivery attempt).

To simulate sensors and gateways in a city, a total of 96 static nodes are placed in popular locations
to represent 64 sources and 32 destinations, respectively. Specifically, source nodes were located in
home locations (representing residential areas) and along roads (for environmental sensors), while
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destination nodes were located in office and meeting spot locations (to represent work places and
shopping malls). A message is generated at each source node to a randomly chosen destination node
(to avoid bias) every hour, making a total of 4608 messages for the entire simulation. Considering
the type of delay-tolerant applications mentioned in Section 1, the size of messages is uniformly
distributed between 10 KB and 15 KB. Each message is assigned a TTL of 24 h, as we opt for deliveries
to be done within a day.Information 2017, 8, 143 28 of 41 
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We configure energy consumption for Bluetooth according to the module proposed by
Silva et al. [63]. The initial energy of mobile nodes is set to 4800 Joules (which is enough to ensure
that they do not run out of energy before the end of the simulation) and 0.08 mW is consumed every
second for message transmission (i.e., sending or receiving messages). Since we are only interested in
the energy spent due to replication decisions made by different proposals, we consider only energy
expended in message transmissions. Hence, other sources of energy expenditure (such as energy
consumed from device discovery, device discovery response, and energy consumed in idle state) are
set to 0. Table 4 summarises the simulation parameters. For each result, we present the average of
10 trials with different random seeds and the 95% confidence interval.

Table 4. Simulation parameters for the performance evaluation.

Parameter Value

Total simulation time (days) 5
Warm-up period (days) 1

Cool-down period (days) 1
Wireless communication interface Bluetooth

Transmission range (m) 10
Transmission rate (MBps) 2

Buffer size (MB) 10
Message size (KB) 10 to 15

Message TTL (days) 1
Number of nodes 1349

Ave. message generation rate/node 1 message/h
Battery capacity (Joules) 4800

Receive/transmit energy (mW/s) 0.08

4.1.2. Performance Evaluation Metrics

This section introduces the metrics, namely transmission overhead, throughput, average energy
consumption and average delivery delay for the performance evaluation.
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Transmission overhead. As shown in Equation (10), the transmission overhead represents the
average number of transmissions required to deliver a message copy; where T is the total number of
message transmissions, and V is the number of times messages were delivered. This is equivalent
to the cost of delivering messages with a forwarding algorithm, since every transmission consumes
energy on user devices.

Transmission overhead = (T −V)/V (10)

Throughput. As shown in Equation (11), throughput is the ratio between d, the total number
of messages successfully delivered at their respective destinations, and g, the total number of
messages generated. This signifies the message delivery efficiency of a forwarding algorithm, within
assigned TTL.

Throughput = d/g (11)

Average energy consumption. Energy consumption (in Joules) is the amount of initial energy
expended at the end of the simulation. As shown in Equation (12), the average energy consumption is
the mean energy consumed by nodes in the network, where n is the total number of nodes, and Ei and
ei are the initial energy and the remaining energy of the ith node, respectively. This gives an insight on
how routing impacts on resource consumption.

Average energy consumption =
n

∑
i=1

(Ei − ei)/n (12)

Average delivery delay. Delivery delay is the time elapsed between message generation and
delivery. As shown in Equation (13), the average delivery delay is the mean delivery delay in the
network, where Gi and Di are the generation time and the delivery time of the ith message, respectively.
This gives an insight on how long it takes to deliver a message.

Average delivery delay =
d

∑
i=1

(Di − Gi)/d (13)

4.2. Results and Discussion

This section presents and discusses the simulation results of LAMeD, LARep and the replication
techniques selected for comparison in two parts that are detailed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The first
subsection evaluates the proposals under high degree of spatial locality in the Skudai scenario described
in Section 4.1.1, while the second subsection evaluates them under increasing data traffic in the Helsinki
simulation area (i.e., the medium scenario) described in Section 2.4.1. Throughput, average delivery
delay and message transmission overhead are recorded in the presence of external messages that
are generated according to the parameters given in Section 2.4.2. For recording energy consumption,
the simulations are repeated without external messages.

4.2.1. Performance Evaluation in the Skudai Scenario

The transmission overhead incurred and average energy consumed by the proposals are recorded
in Figures 15 and 16, respectively, while throughput and average delivery delay are recorded in
Figures 17 and 18, respectively. PRoPHET without a replication technique incurs a transmission
overhead of 866.9. Using fixed replication quotas of 2, 4 and 8 results in 98.4%, 97.9% and 97.3%
reduction in transmission overhead, respectively. With ADS, PRoPHET’s transmission overhead is
reduced by 97.4%. While incorporating only LAMeD into PRoPHET increases transmission overhead
by about 12 times, LARep (which includes our proposed replication mechanisms) achieves a reduction
of 99.7%. In terms of energy consumption, PRoPHET consumes an average of 176.2 J without a
replication technique. Using fixed replication quotas of 2, 4 and 8, reduces this value by 85.5%, 77.1%
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and 69.8%, respectively. With ADS, the average energy consumption is reduced by 70%. LAMeD alone
consumes about 11 times more than PRoPHET, while LARep reduces PRoPHET’s average energy
consumption by 99.3%.
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PRoPHET gives a throughput of 54.5% without a replication technique. With fixed replication
quotas of 2, 4 and 8, throughput drops by 67.9%, 48.6% and 22.9%, respectively. Also, utilizing
ADS reduces throughput by 47%, while LAMeD and LARep increase throughput by 45% and 49.4%,
respectively. In terms of delivery delay, PRoPHET without a replication technique records the lowest
average at 6.1 h. With fixed replication quotas of 2, 4 and 8, average delivery delay increases by 11.5%,
21.3% and 25%, respectively. Also, utilizing ADS, LAMeD and LARep increases average delivery delay
by 20%, 47.5% and 73.8%, respectively.

In summary, incorporating the replication techniques under comparison into PRoPHET routing
protocol reduces transmission overhead and energy consumption, but only LARep increases
throughput. LARep also records significantly lower transmission overhead and energy consumption.
Average delivery delay on the other hand increases with throughput. We discuss these results and
their implications in real-world scenarios next.

A. Routing without a Replication Technique

Most routing protocols do not utilize a replication technique in the sense that custodians are
allowed to forward messages whenever relay nodes present better forwarding utilities. Replicating
messages in this manner spontaneously increases delivery guarantees. Although simple to implement,
the performance of this approach may vary under different network conditions. There is the tendency
to generate excess copies of messages originating from nodes with relatively low forwarding utilities.
Such cases are more likely in higher node population (since there may be more number of relay nodes
with higher forwarding utilities) and degrees of spatial locality (as sources and destinations—i.e.,
sensors and their gateways—may be located in different local districts). Furthermore, there is no
way to reduce or terminate replication of messages that already have enough copies in the network
to guarantee delivery. Therefore, the issue when routing without a replication technique is the high
risk of excessive transmission overhead and resource expenditure. In Figures 15 and 16 for instance,
routing without a replication technique records the highest transmission overhead and average energy
consumption. The results show that transmission overhead and average energy consumption is
reduced when the number of copies is controlled with a replication technique. Hence, allowing the
forwarding utility and encounter opportunities alone to determine the number of message copies that
are generated does not ensure acceptable resource consumption in OppNets for sensed data collection.

B. Routing with Fixed-Quota Replication

The message transmission overhead and resource utilization of PRoPHET without a replication
technique justifies the need to control the number of message copies generated in the network.
With fixed-quota replication, throughput increases with the number of message copies introduced in
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the network. As shown in Figure 17, increasing the quota from 2 to 4 increases throughput by 60%,
while further increasing the quota from 4 to 8 causes an additional 50% improvement. Consequently,
transmission overhead increases by 28.1% and 22.6%, respectively, and in terms of resource utilization,
increases average energy consumption by 57.4% and 32.3%, respectively. These results signify two
things. First, the choice of the message replication quota is a crucial determining factor of network
performance. Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine the optimal quota under increasing node
population and degrees of spatial locality. Furthermore, the optimal quota may vary, depending
on current network conditions. Second, while increasing the message replication quota increases
throughput, the overall performance does not seem to be improving at a rate that would catch up
with LARep’s results anytime soon. By increasing the replication quota to 16 and 32, we observed that
throughput rather appears to be converging towards a maximum value. Moreover, each increment
incurs an additional transmission overhead and consumes more energy, which gradually approaches
that of PRoPHET without a replication technique.

C. Routing with Variable-Quota Replication Using ADS and LARep

A noticeable trend is the relationship between message transmission overhead and energy
consumption, such that incurring more of the former results in more of the latter. For instance,
routing without a replication technique incurs the highest transmission overhead and also records
the highest energy consumption as compared with utilizing a replication technique. With fixed-quota
replication, more quota incurs more message transmission overhead and consumes more energy as
well. It is also noticeable that more quota increases delivery guarantees, thereby resulting in more
throughput. The flexibility lacking in fixed-quota replication can be achieved with variable-quota
replication. The challenge however, is achieving this with realistic assumptions that comply with
the characteristics of OppNets for sensed data collection. By terminating replication even before the
quota is exhausted, ADS achieves a balance between fixed-quota’s message transmission overhead and
throughput (i.e., both metrics are neither maximum nor minimum as compared with utilizing fixed
replication quotas). While this relaxes the need for an optimal quota, the mechanism is based on a
switch value that is derived from network area. Unfortunately, obtaining the area of a highly dynamic
network on demand is impractical, especially without knowledge about global network parameters.
Furthermore, the number of generated copies is still limited by the selected quota.

LARep records the lowest transmission overhead and highest throughput—incorporating it into
PRoPHET reduces transmission overhead by 99.7% and increases throughput by 49.4%. LARep takes a
different approach by replicating messages at different rates depending on their likelihood of delivery
and progress towards the destination. Unlike existing variable-quota replication techniques, LARep is
designed to cope with the characteristics of OppNets for sensed data collection, and replicates messages
without the need for global knowledge about network parameters. As compared with replicating
every message at the same rate, reducing the replication rate of some messages reduces transmission
overhead as well as the number of failed transmissions. As shown in Figure 19, the number of
failed transmissions corresponds with the energy expenditure of the proposals. This is because each
failed transmission accounts for energy. Furthermore, more failed transmissions results in more
re-transmission attempts, hence, more energy consumption. LARep records the lowest number of
failed transmissions, thereby consuming the least energy in this aspect.

Reducing the replication of messages that have more chances of delivery also accounts for reduced
transmission overhead due to less redundant transmissions. This can be observed from LARep’s ability
to reduce the transmission overhead that LAMeD incurs mainly due to retaining messages with more
chances of being delivered for longer periods. Our proposed replication mechanisms also introduce
more copies of messages with less chances of delivery, thereby improving throughput significantly.
Retaining some messages for longer periods also has an impact on the time taken to deliver messages
as LARep records the highest average delivery delay at 10.6 hours. However, delivering messages
within a half-day period is acceptable considering the delay-tolerant nature of the data involved.
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D. Replication Techniques and Average Delivery Delay

It is also important to note that average delivery delay increases with more message copies
(cf. Figure 18) and may be controversial to expected results. The computation of average delivery
delay is unaware of message copies and treats multiple deliveries of the same message as deliveries of
different messages. As a result, the average delivery delay increases when a destination node receives
additional copies of a message that has already been delivered, which becomes more frequent with
higher delivery guarantees. Hence, delay is incurred from retaining messages until more suitable relay
nodes are encountered.

Take Figure 20 for example, which illustrates two scenarios that involve sending a message from
source to destination. A maximum of 2 copies are generated in the first scenario, while the second
scenario generates up to 4 copies. Also assume that 1 copy of the message is lost in each scenario.
For the first scenario, the average delivery delay is only determined by the time taken to deliver the
remaining copy. On the other hand, the average delivery delay in the second scenario is determined
by the time taken to deliver each of the remaining 3 copies. Consequently, the average delivery
delay is higher in the second scenario, even when the first copy of the message was delivered in less
time. While this method of computing average delivery delay is reasonable for OppNet applications
like interest-based or location-based data dissemination (i.e., it shows how long it takes for copies
the message to reach interested or intended users), it may not be suitable for applications such as
sensed data collection where a successful delivery is determined by receiving only one copy of the
message. In order to prevent misleading results, whether or not the computation of average delivery
delay considers multiple deliveries as unique deliveries needs to be based on the OppNet application
at hand.

As shown in Figure 18, PRoPHET without a replication technique records the lowest average
delivery delay. Without a replication technique, message loss due to buffer overflow is more frequent
(especially when they are dropped according to the FIFO policy), thereby curbing most of the delay
that results from retaining messages until better relay nodes are encountered. Fixed-quota replication
reduces message loss due to buffer overflows by transferring custody of a message to a relay node
in the focus phase (i.e., after the quota is exhausted). Hence, even when there are 8 copies of each
message in the network, buffer overflow is still limited. In terms of delay however, more quota
retains messages in node buffers for longer periods. While this utilizes more encounter opportunities
to increase throughput, more average delivery delay is incurred each time the replication quota is
increased. However, transferring custody of a message to a relay node in the focus phase also limits the
throughput of fixed-quota replication (as compared with LARep) since better encounter opportunities
that may arise afterwards are missed. On the other hand, retaining some messages for longer periods
causes LAMeD to incur a higher average delivery delay, and the replication mechanisms in LARep
introduces more delay by generating more copies of certain messages.
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4.2.2. Performance Evaluation in the Helsinki Scenario

The Helsinki scenario is simulated under five different rates of message generation in order
to analyse how the replication techniques respond to changes in data traffic. The scenario consists
of 600 nodes, which include 80 source nodes and 36 destination nodes that are placed in popular
locations to represent sensors and gateways, respectively. Each source node generates messages to a
randomly chosen destination node at the following rates: (i) 1 message every 3 h; (ii) 1 message every
2 h; (iii) 1 message every hour; (iv) 2 messages every hour; and (v) 3 messages every hour. External
messages are also generated at the same rate, with randomly selected nodes as source and destination.
The value of L for fixed-quota and ADS is taken as 4 and other settings remain as that of Section 4.1.2.
The results are recorded in Figures 21 and 22—the former showing throughput and average delivery
delay, and the latter showing transmission overhead and average energy consumption.
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A. Throughput under Changing Data Traffic

Under less data traffic, buffer overflows are less frequent due to less buffer occupancy.
Consequently, PRoPHET without a replication technique records relatively high throughput: since
most messages remain in node buffers and are replicated whenever a more suitable relay node is
encountered. However, as data traffic increases, buffer overflows become more frequent and the lack of
a replication technique causes throughput to reduce more drastically. PRoPHET without a replication
technique records the sharpest drop in throughput while incorporating a replication technique records
more stable throughput values. From the lowest to the highest data traffic, PRoPHET without a
replication technique experiences a 40.8% drop in throughput as compared with 16.5%, 19% and 21.2%
for fixed-quota, LARep and ADS, respectively.

While controlling replication with a fixed quota results in the most stable throughput under
different data traffic, delivery guarantees are limited and relatively low. ADS records slightly
less throughput since the replication quota does not exceed the fixed value. LARep records the
highest throughput among the replication techniques as data traffic increases. The results suggest
that incorporating LAMeD into PRoPHET improves throughput while our proposed replication
mechanisms regulate generated copies to sustain delivery guarantees.

B. Average Delivery Delay under Changing Data Traffic

Besides a reduction in throughput as data traffic rises, Figure 21 shows that average delivery delay
also increases in the process. With other conditions remaining the same, higher data traffic increases
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buffer occupancy, which in turn reduces the chances of completing the forwarding transactions for an
encounter opportunity. As a result, messages take longer to reach their destinations, thereby increasing
average delivery delay.

The average delivery delay without a replication technique begins to surpass that of fixed-quota
and ADS as data traffic increases. This is mainly due to fixed-quota and ADS also losing messages
due to buffer overflow caused by higher data traffic. The differences in the delays of fixed-quota
and ADS are relatively small, which is reasonable as they are both limited to generating 4 copies
per message. As for our proposals, incorporating LAMeD into PRoPHET allows nodes to retain
some messages (i.e., messages for which they can make better delivery contributions) for longer
periods, thereby increasing average delivery delay. Further incorporating our proposed replication
mechanisms reduces buffer occupancy and message loss by controlling replication. This is especially
significant under less data traffic, as nodes can retain messages for longer periods of time in their
buffers, consequently increasing average delivery delay. Higher data traffic however, increases message
loss due to buffer overflows and reduces average delivery delay. This explains why the difference
between the delays incurred by LAMeD and LARep reduces as data traffic increases.

C. Transmission Overhead and Average Energy Consumption under Changing Data Traffic

Figure 22 shows that transmission overhead reduces as data traffic increases. Nodes can retain
messages in their buffers for longer periods of time under less data traffic due to less buffer
occupancy. This results in more chances of replicating messages and increased transmission
overhead. The replication techniques also retain their relative performance under different data
traffic, with LARep incurring the lowest transmission overhead, followed by ADS, fixed-quota and
PRoPHET without a replication technique, while LAMeD incurs the highest transmission overhead.
Their performance in terms of average energy consumption corresponds to their transmission overhead.
LARep records up to 96.4% reduction in energy consumption, as compared with 64.5% and 65.2% for
fixed-quota and ADS, respectively.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

OppNets for sensed data collection are characterised by high node population, dynamicity and
degrees of spatial locality inherent to user movement. Under these characteristics, forwarding messages
without controlling the number of generated copies may result in excessive transmission overhead and
resource consumption on portable handheld user devices. Since only one copy of each message may
be insufficient, existing techniques for controlling message replication generate multiple copies, which
may either be fixed or variable. However, limiting the number of message copies to a particular value
is not flexible enough to adapt to the requirements of each message. Also, varying the replication of
each message by allowing network properties (e.g., total number of nodes) or message parameters
(e.g., TTL) to determine generated copies require careful selection, which may be impractical in the
absence of global knowledge about the network. Another drawback of existing message replication
techniques is their obliviousness to spatial locality inherent to user movement. High degrees of
spatial locality in sensed data collection scenarios reduce encounter opportunities between nodes from
different locations in the network, thereby degrading routing performance.

Our contribution in this regard is twofold:

1. We first established relevant characteristics of OppNets for sensed data collection introduced by
the presence of portable handheld user devices, since existing message replication techniques
are not specifically designed to cope with the characteristics. Then we investigated the
impact of these characteristics on existing message replication techniques and suggested design
guidelines that need to be observed in order to improve routing performance and feasibility in
real-world implementation.

2. Next, we followed our design guidelines to propose a set of mechanisms that collectively form
LARep, a message replication technique that can be incorporated into existing encounter-based
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routing protocols to reduce message transmission overhead without compromising throughput.
LARep exploits the concept of spatial locality to replicate messages according to the proximity
of nodes’ preferred locations in the network. This allows different messages to be replicated
at varying rates, thereby achieving a near optimal quota for each, without requiring global
knowledge about the network. LARep also introduces a locality aware policy for dropping
messages, which further improves throughput. Incorporating LARep into PRoPHET reduced
message transmission overhead, reduced energy consumption and increased throughput.
Experiments in the ONE simulator showed that LARep achieves better performance as compared
with existing message replication techniques.

We expect this work to motivate further research contributions. Future proposals should benefit
from our design guidelines and lessons learned from this work, such as the best practice of including
external messages when evaluating the performance of routing protocols and message replication
techniques. Future work includes investigating the impact of LARep on different encounter-based
routing protocols. Future work also includes investigating how LARep can be improved with learning
mechanisms on sink nodes and feedbacks from gateways. Also, LARep requires GPS for obtaining
location-based information. In reality, users may not be willing to always have the GPS on their devices
turned on due to energy consumption. Furthermore, real-world implementation also raises the issue
of unreliable GPS signal in geographically restricted locations. Future work could reduce the need for
consistent GPS readings by incorporating prediction mechanisms that exploit the regularity embedded
in human movement to infer node location.

Also, it would be interesting to observe the behaviour of our proposed LARep and compare
its performance with existing solutions in a real-world trace. However, the open issues concerning
message replication for OppNets in Smart City scenarios arise only when the node densities and
encounter frequencies resemble the ones in city-wide scenarios. For instance, the scenario needs to
portray the high number of encounters experienced due to high node population (e.g., during rush
hours), high encounter frequency in popular places (e.g., bus stops and shopping malls), the large
number of encounters that extremely popular devices (e.g., those carried by bus and taxi drivers)
experience, and sufficient encounters between road side sensors and user devices. Distance and
geographic area also play an important role in validating LARep since it exploits concepts of spatial
locality inherent to user movement in urban environments. Hence, it is crucial to achieve a balance
between node population and geographic area. A major condition is for the network to consist of
different geographical districts, in which user movement is restricted (e.g., the 4 major districts in the
Helsinki scenario). At the moment, publicly available datasets are unable to meet these conditions.
Take the Dartmouth mobility trace [75] for instance, which is currently one of the largest publicly
available contact datasets in terms of scale and number of monitored nodes [76]. The contact trace
was collected in the Dartmouth College campus on 200 acres of land. Covering an area less than 1%
of the Skudai scenario, it is fair to say that it does not portray spatial locality in a city. Moreover,
the movement depicts that of a compact campus rather than a city. Hence, we have utilized WDM
since it offers a scaled down version of a city (i.e., the node population can be adjusted in accordance
with the geographical area to achieve a realistic density that portrays all the desirable movement
properties in an urban environment) and have left evaluations in real-world traces for future work.
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